
 

Close and Faraway – 

Now and during 

World War II 

 

Cross-Curricular Literacy  

. Narrative: Star Wars – Create characters, describe 

settings, analyse and produce introductions, problems, 

resolutions, what makes a good ending?  

. Narrative: Carrie’s War – accounts, writing accounts/ 

letters, diaries, powerful language, dilemmas.  

. Persuasive writing – WW2 adverts. 

. Poetry – creating images linked to war poetry.  

 

 

 

Science – Forces & Magnets/ Electricity 

Forces & Magnets                                                         
. What is a force & what can a force do?                               

. Know magnets have poles and can attract & repel.     

Investigate materials which are attracted to magnets.   

Electricity  

. How does electricity work? Why do we need insulators 

and conductors? Make and investigate circuits. 

 

PSHE – Jigsaw: Dreams & Goals  

.  Bullying and Cyber bullying- what is it and what can 

we do about it?.  What are our dreams and goals for 

the future? 

. What can I create and achieve? 

. Who do we respect and admire? 

 

 

 

 

 

Continue with Mini Project: Location of countries in the 

World & Europe 

. What is a continent? Can you locate these? Where is 

England?  Which countries are in Europe? Can you locate 

these using an atlas? Research a country. Find out about 

Mark Beaumont’s journey around the world in 80 days. 

What was life like during World War 2?  

. Why were children evacuated?  

. What was it like to be an evacuee? 

. What is rationing? What did people eat during the war? 

. What was it like for children living in this area in WWII? 

. Who were the prime ministers during WWII? 

. Why did evacuees write letters? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

French – The Four Friends & Animals  

. How can we greet someone? Learn simple greetings. 

. Do you know how to say key family nouns?  

. Learn the phoneme ‘ere’. 

. Learn key vocabulary to name common animals. 

( 

 

Computing –Manipulating Sound/Mad about 

Ads  

. Celebrate Safer Internet Day in February.   

. What is a broadcast? Can you create a broadcast? 

Develop broadcasting skills using Audacity. Explore 

an online resource called Isle of Tunes to create 

music using technology. 

. How is advertising used to sell products? Look at 

adverts online. Create slogans and adverts using 

technology. Create and record a jingle. 

 

 P.E –Hand Ball/ Dance 

. Swimming – Class MH only this term. 

. Handball – catching & throwing skills, teamwork, 

resilience, perseverance and tactics.  

. Dance & Drama – linked to WW2. Mrs Woollett will 

be working alongside KS2. 

  

 

 

D&T – Textiles: Design and make (linked to 

WW2)  

. Explore different textiles. How do these feel? How 

strong are they? What could you use to make 

something in particular?  

. Task - Can you create a box to hold a gas mask? 

 Music – Exploring Sound Colours & Sound Signals 
. Listen to music. Discuss images described in the music. 

Use pictures as stimulus to compose sounds and 

melodies. Choose instruments to represent sounds. 

Create compositions. Discuss what a sound signal is. 

Explore features of sound signals. Explore how a sound 

signal is used to control volume. Perform rhythm 

patterns. 

 

RE 

. What is lent? 

. When does it take place? Why? 

. What are the world religions? How do others 

celebrate? How can we respect other’s beliefs? 

 

Religious Teachings & Practices 

Art – Using techniques to create effects – 

charcoal skills 

. What is charcoal? Can you make different marks? 

Can you explore the thickness of lines? Can you 

explore using smudge and rub to soften?  

. How do the WW2 images move you? Appraise! 

. Create a WW2 Blitz picture using charcoal.  

  

. Roman link – What is a mosaic? Can you create a 


